ROCK REPERTORY ENSEMBLE
**Sweet Emotion**  
[Aerosmith]  
David (lead vox); Daniela, Madison & Tallis (backing vox); Jeremy & Kurt (gtr); Nicola (bass); Aaron (drums)

**Hit Me With Your Best Shot**  
[Pat Benatar]  
Tallis (lead vox); Daniela (backing vox); David & Jeremy (gtr); Madison (bass); Aaron (drums)

**Military Madness**  
[Graham Nash]  
Daniela (lead vox); Tallis & Madison (backing vox); Kurt (gtr); Madison (bass); Aaron (drums); Josh (keys)

**Rhiannon**  
[Fleetwood Mac]  
Tallis (lead vox); Daniela & Madison (backing vox); David & Jeremy (gtr); Nicola (bass); Aaron (drums); Josh (keys)

**Big Yellow Taxi**  
[Joni Mitchell]  
Daniela (lead vox); Tallis & Madison (backing vox); David (gtr); Aaron (percussion); Nicola (triangle)
Who Can it Be Now?
[Men at Work]
Tallis (lead vox); Jeremy & Kurt (gtr); Madison (bass);
Aaron (drums); Nicola (Sax)

Cherry Bomb
[Cherry Bomb]
Madison (lead vox); David & Kurt (gtr);
Madison (bass); Aaron (drums)

Love Her Madly
[Love Her Madly]
David (lead vox); Kurt & Jeremy (gtr);
Nicola (bass); Aaron (drums); Josh (keys)

I'm Just a Girl
[No Doubt]
Tallis (lead vox); Daniela & Madison (backing vox);
Kurt (gtr); Madison (bass); Aaron (drums); Josh (keys)

Beat It
[Michael Jackson]
Daniela (lead vox); Tallis & Madison (backing vox);
Jeremy & David (gtr); Madison (bass);
Aaron (drums); Josh (keys)
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For your comfort & safety, look for the exit nearest your seat. There are two exits at the front & rear of the auditorium, which, conveniently, have the word “Exit” in BIG lighted letters. You can’t miss them. E-X-I-T. Or, phonetically, eee, ecks, eye, tee.

Eating & smoking are all prohibited in Strong Auditorium. Smoking’s bad, m’kay. And you can’t smoke outside either, unless you do so in the designated bus-stop-which-is-not-a-bus-stop. The people therein will be very cold, which is ironic, considering they all have small fires in their hands.

Please turn off all phones, drills, blenders & things that make noise, lest they disturb the force.